AWIS is a global network that inspires women in STEM to be bold leaders, to advance women in STEM, and to drive systemic change. AWIS at UT is committed to locally supporting and advocating for the full engagement of women in the sciences, with a particular interest in career development. We invite interested corporate partners to help us advance this cause.

**AWIS ACCOMPLISHED-SCIENTIST SEMINAR** Female leaders speak about their accomplishments and experiences with the goal of empowering women to both develop professionally and advance social progress in the sciences
- ~75-100 people in attendance including undergraduate, graduate students, faculty, and staff
- Opportunity for campus-wide advertising at a Tier 1 research institution, home to over 50,000 students and over 3,000 teaching faculty
- Name recognition among students and faculty from the #10 engineering program and the #10 computer science program in the country, along with students interested in data science coming from unique backgrounds, including over 12,000 students in the College of Natural Sciences and over 7,800 students in the Cockerell School of Engineering

**COFFEE CHATS WITH WOMEN IN STEM** A monthly forum highlighting one woman’s experience in industry or academia with casual conversation over coffee and bagels
- Intimate discussion among ~15 people in attendance
- Opportunity for sponsors to build lasting relationships with and recruit graduate students and postdocs

**NETWORKING SOCIAL HOUR** Events geared towards strengthening professional networks and learning about job opportunities in Austin
- Reach a broad, interdisciplinary community of scientists including engineers, computer scientists, and individuals interested in data science as a whole
- Direct interaction between AWIS at UT members and professional women in science in the Austin area

**COMMUNITY OUTREACH** Chance to be involved in community service events
- Opportunity for advertising off-campus, and support for the future generation of scientists

**MENTORING PROGRAM** Currently being established for members to form meaningful relationships and gain one-on-one help with professional development

*We were founded in the Spring of 2019 and have demonstrated tremendous potential for growth and support of the community. To find out more please visit our:*

https://awisatutaustin.ucraft.net/ | Twitter: @AWISatUT | IG: @awisatut | FB: AWIS at UT

**Interested in being a sponsor? Please contact:**
Sophie Sanchez  Caitlin Devitt
512-905-6541 or 214-924-5226
smsanchez@utexas.edu ccdevitt@utexas.edu

**The University of Texas at Austin**
**College of Natural Sciences**
AWIS at UT is striving to establish meaningful relationships and stable funding sources. We are seeking partnerships with companies whose values align with increasing diversity in the sciences and ensuring thoughtful professional development of early-career scientists, both on academic and corporate career paths.

**BRONZE SPONSORSHIP:**

- Recognition as sponsor of AWIS on website
- Opportunity to provide company brochures/giveaways
- Invitation to attend networking social events
- Invitation to attend campus wide AWIS events

**SILVER SPONSORSHIP:**

*Everything included in Bronze sponsorship and:*

- Recognition as sponsor of AWIS on website and banner
- Opportunity to host one social event
- Invitation to attend two Coffee Chats per semester
- One 5-minute introduction at Coffee Chats to announce job opportunities and speak with potential employees that have expressed interest in related jobs.

**GOLD SPONSORSHIP:**

*Everything included in Silver Sponsorship and:*

- Premier recognition as sponsor of AWIS on flyers, website, and banner
- Annual opportunity to send out job opportunities directly to AWIS members
- Opportunity for speaking role at one campus wide AWIS event
- Invitation to host company site tour/technical workshop/technical talk OR mock interviews/resume reviews
- Opportunity for a speaking role at Coffee Chats

Corporate gifts for Association for Women in Science initiatives are vital to the success of our programs and support the overall mission of AWIS at UT. To participate or for more information, contact Caitlin Devitt ccdevitt@utexas.edu 214-924-5226

Unite. Empower. Lead.